Mitsubishi MSZ-FH heat pump quick guide & FAQ
Basic operation:
1.
Press OFF/ON to start operation.
2.
Press MODE to select operating mode:

3.

* On multizone systems, all heads must be in the same
mode for correct operation; AUTO mode should not be
used.
Press TEMP ò orñ to increase or decrease room
temperature

Airflow speed and direction:
1.
Press FAN button to select fan speed. AUTO is
recommended for general operation. Lower fan speeds
increase dehumidification but may increase risk of
condensation.

2. Adjust airflow horizontal pattern with WIDE VANE.
3. Adjust left and right vertical pattern with L-VANE-R.
Auto ( ) optimizes direction for heating or cooling.
Smart set:
1. Use the SMART SET button to allow heating temperatures to
be set as low as 50°F.
Full manual available at mylinkdrive.com
Why don’t you recommend setting back the temperature or programming a schedule? Heat pumps operate most
efficiently with a “set it and forget it” approach. If you are leaving your house for several days, you can set the temperature
back several degrees—just remember, it may take several hours to reach your target temperature when you return.
The temperature on my remote doesn’t match my room thermostat. Why is that? Your Mitsubishi heat pump senses
temperature at the indoor unit itself, not at the remote. The temperature there will often be a few degrees different than
the temperature where the thermostat is located. Find a setpoint at which you’re comfortable, even if it’s a few degrees
different that what you’ve used in the past.
What do I need to do to register my warranty? Nothing! Snug Planet will register your heat pump with Mitsubishi.
What maintenance do I need to do? To clean the filters, turn off the indoor unit. Pop open the front cover by pulling the
tabs on either side of the unit. Remove the two filters and gently clean them using a vacuum attachment brush. Put the
filters back in place, snap the front cover closed, and turn the unit back on. Depending on unit location, pets, and other dust
sources, we recommend cleaning filters every 2-6 weeks, or when visibly dirty.
When should I call for professional service? Once a year, heat pumps need a thorough cleaning and check-up to maintain
efficiency, longevity, and warranty coverage. Snug Planet will reach out to schedule your first annual service visit, which is
included in your purchase price. At that time, your Snug Planet technician will discuss our service plans. And if anything
doesn’t seem right, or you have any questions about your system, please give us a call!
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